Asteroids Comets Meteoroids Solar System Beyond
asteroids, comets, meteoroids - mr. hill's science website - • upon completion of the lesson, students
will state that asteroids, comets, and meteoroids are all examples of small bodies found within the solar
system. • following class discussion, students will describe the size of asteroids, comets, and meteoroids as
smaller than planets and moons, and less than 1,000 km in diameter. chapter 28 section 4 asteroids,
comets, and meteoroids - section4 asteroids, comets, and meteoroids minor bodies of the solar system ...
move through the solar system. most meteoroids have a diameter less than 1 mm. scientists think that most
meteoroids are pieces of matter that broke off comets. some comets may be pieces of asteroids. 6. lesson 1:
asteroids, comets, meteoroids - mrscienceut - • upon completion of the lesson, students will state that
asteroids, comets, and meteoroids are all examples of small bodies found within the solar system. • following
class discussion, students will describe the size of asteroids, comets, and meteoroids as smaller than planets
and moons, and less than 1,000 km in diameter. asteroids, comets and meteors multiple choice
questions - asteroids, comets and meteors multiple choice questions circle the correct answer. 1. another
name for asteroids is a. planetoids b. meteors c. meteoroids d. meteorites 2. which of the following space
objects is the smallest? a. asteroid b. planet c. comet d. meteoroid 3. an asteroid belt can be found near planet
a. mercury b. venus c. mars d ... comets asteroids meteriods moons - into things. the motion of various
bodies in our solar system, such as comets, meteoroids, and asteroids, collide with other objects and create
craters in that object. big aha thesis statement bodies in our solar system, such as comets, asteroids,
meteoroids, and moons, can be categorized by their physical properties and motion. the solar system
comets, asteroids, and meteors - the solar system comets, asteroids, and meteors this section describes
the other objects in the solar system, including comets, asteroids, and meteors. use target reading skills as
you read about comets, asteroids, and meteoroids, ﬁll in the graphic organizer
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